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by Steven Koenig
The Liberal Arts faculty voted at its February 21 sl meeting to endorse 1wo proposals slated
for consideration by the General Faculty at its meeting this week.
The first proposal. was presented by the Joint Committee on Undergraduate Curriculum requiring entering students in the fall "to choose
a 12 credit minor ottake 12 credits of courses
at the-3000 level or above. "

::.:.:"::..:.:::.,
---S_'-''':'.' .

Skills Yes.ting

.-

m!jr---,--:...-----------~~'---------T~h~e~se~c~o~n~d
proposalvpresented

-:

by the
.Ioint Committee on AcadeIDlc Standin-ng~.---'--which permits instructors to dropjuniors
and seniors from class with a WU grade if
they are absent "in excess of twice the
number of hours per week the class
meets. "

This Spring
,,;;-;

.'

..

After, many months of study' and
planning the Office of Academic Affairs
of the BHE is about to approve a battery
of tests in reading, writing, and arithmetic and elementary algebra. .
Most of the students questioned were
Beginning with students entering the against' the attendance proposal. Oscar
City University in September 1978, each Alvarez felt that "by the time" students
student will . be tested to. determine get. to be j uniors and seniors, they tendto
whether or not he or she has acquired be more responsible. Even if they do cut,
minimal proficiency in the three basic they know what they have to $10." Martin
.r
_
areas. Students failing to achieve the McDowell, a business student, agreed
Carl Aylman is the -new Assistant
as the student newspapers and vvBMB.
required level of proficiency will enroll in saying juniors and' seniors "shouldn't·
. Director of Student Activities. Coming
Dr. Frisz expressed hope that studerits
appropriate' remedial classes at the have to be led by the hand." Some
--8' - siX 'year stint as Assistant will feel free to consultieither of them
various colleges of the University. Failure' students' like Psych major Reid Klein
~.,' Director at Bronx Community College,. about club matters. -;'With Carl here.".
to gain the required competencies by .the .felt thatc students should have enough
~.:. . .Mr.Aylman.,has considerable expertise : Dr. Frisz said, -"now there'll always be
time sixty' undergraduate credits have interest in their work not to cut. but they
='~::~-.,working'.,ewith student
clubs' and
somebody here that students can conbeen' earned will bar a student from ~ere in the minority.
.
_.-..
'.'. __
'-'-':n.---~"-'
....
~Hment:-·in
any
-additi6nal
"courses
in-·
_.
Thefacultygenerally
seems
to
approve
.;·~-·.~-;-,.pr~~u:uzat19ns;::.~.:
-; .'..
SUn..
.
. . ."
. . . .
.1""-'
Aylman was 'technical advisor for' ---·"the University,
this proposal.': Prdfessor Gayle' of' the
He willbe Dr. Ruth Fr'isz ', Director of
Bronx Community's radio station.' and
Dean Morton Rosenstock - who has English department feels that "there are
.
Student Activities; special liaison .to the
will be available to our station, WBMB,
chaired the committee of faculty mern- students who abuse unlimited cuts to
Student Center Program Board. as well as well as the other student media.
bers and administrators that. is advising their own detriment." Dr; Bauer of the
the Chancellor on the implementation of Psych department echoes the sentiment, .
the testing program saysthaf-ci-s'tudent 'sayhlg that eight or ten' y.::ars"ago·,~'he
who passes the tests will have shown that would have been opposed to. it, but now
....
.... ~he;' can "writ.e gramatically correct feels that too many students· show u.p··
sentences or'ganized Into coherent - , only to hand in a paper. He feels this'
The tntinumg battle of the
will
review was described by the' feminist
paragraphs." can read at what one might detracts from the classroom experience
be played for laughs at Baruch College
journal, MAJORITY REPORT, as a
describe as "an average national com- and doesn't allow the instructor to know _
•
"'.
.March 6 when the--tBaruch Women's. "professional and polished musical
petence" and can "do. arithmetic and what the stude;;t can do. If teacher has
Committee presents two performances of, review with plenty of satiric bite."
basic elementary . algebra at about ninth the option to decide .whether or .not to
th~ .uproarious musical. review, "I 'VE
Trained. initially for a: 'career asa
grade I~YeL ,.
allow unlimited cuts, Bauerooesn 't ..•.
.COME A LONG WAY (I'M NO-BABY)."
concert singer, Ms. Lynd holds a master's
The reading test to be. used in the object.e-'As long as the word 'may Ts used
degree frem the Manhattan School of
California Achievement Test, 1977 in the phraseology, . it
a sufficiently
Music.. In addition she has hosted her edition. The tests in writing and ambiguous statement so as to Safeguard
The performances are scheduled for 3
own radio program. in New York and
mathematics have been prepared locally both pointsofview."
_ . ., ~., .
;;~. 'and 6 p.m. inthe 12th·floor recital hall in
toured as a night club and cabaret perby task forces chaired respectively by
Prof. Gayle also believe that unlimited
. -;;~'.. ~·,·th~llege'smain building, 17 Lexington
former in this =Country- and in Europe:": Professors Robert Lyons. (Queens) .and .. cuts for' upperclassmen .is unfair. to,
..'
Avenue, 'New York City. A' reception is '.... _.No.w,'. _h.~.r.. , .rep.e_r.t._o..ir_.e_.' in_'.clud.e_.s_.·.· Am. er- ican..·. Miriam Hecht (Hunted.
freshmen and: sophomores. Wendy
.._...._. ' ..phlnnedIor 4:30~p.:m:A~rhisSioillstree~" .. show '~illl~s, as' well 'as' classical .and fold' •. ATirriltedpifo't'tesfprowir;-~lfibe'rup'-R~~-~~'ik~--'~~" -{re-s-llri1an~-·-·tliTl1ks:. up~'c.' -- -,----.
songsin eleven languages.
for certain students entering in 'February; perclassmen should .. have unlimited cuts. -.' .' .:, ~~.:
The. cast includes . Nalley . Fletcher,
1978.. The results of that program win be _because they are ina position toenterthe
The
review,
created
by
Sharon Ann Murray, Saragail Katzman
used to assist colleges. in the full irn- . jobmarket
'need time to actively' seek: '.
-singer/songwriter Phyllis Lynd, will
and Peter Boynton.
plemefttation for September, 1978.
employment. .."
feature a .cast of four, who will perform
some 20 songs in styles ranging from
.
.
.
.
country, ballad and folk to,.soft rock.
The
.
musical director' is Robert Marks. The
.
director/choreographer is Duane Fletcher.
o
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DSSG Assembly ~rogress.Slow.

.

'~.'

_~..

The event, funded through a Quality of
by Darleen Bever
Life,grant from the Baruch College fund,
The new' DSSG held' its third Assembly
...._.. " .. ispresented by the Women's Committee . meeting of the semester at 12 noon,
§~", . .as its annual educational program, and is . Thursday, Feb. 23. The weekly meeting,
~~..::- ~ ·~·--:·~sored by' the. Departments of which is open to a~ Baruch students, was
~"c
Music, Speech and Student Personnel
well attended. Twenty out of .twentY-4fo
:2;~~·~'.;· ... Ser~ces, .
Assembly. members filled their seats~ at
the large conference table in theGraduate
...
.:t; .
HThis review, " according' ~o the Lounge, en the 9th floor of 17 Lex, and
..cominittee president, Professor Miriam
the wings were crowded with interested
.Sidran, "was selected to.· promote students. The. neCessary quorun1 was
.discussion on campus of the c~anging se~ . present and Assembly member:& ad·'
. roles in our tillie. "
dressed the tasks .of the agenda. <' ."
~he 'assembly has not ye~ learned t.o
~ .: __ f~t produced off-off ~ Broadway at
.. : HartJey" House' Theatre iIi' 1976, the' work together efficiently
and there were
'"
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many lags in ccpimunication. Procedures
and motions had to be defined and man"
as~embly members stated aft~t voting on
a motion that they di.d. not'unders~and
properly the motion the-y had just voted
on. Many revoted had to b~ taken.
President Bursky' has engage.,d Ira
Schoenberger as Parliamentarian t~ help.
ease the confusion. but even with' Mr.
Schoenberger's- expertise on Robert's
Rules of Order, progress and procedure
on the agenda was slow and difficult.
The nomina~ionsof Ailan LOwey, Meryl
Strauss~ Raul Malave .and Ijaj Ahmed for
~

appointment to. the .fees committee were
considered.
.;"
. Theappo.intment of Mr. Lowey, whose
noininatlon'...was suggested by ,DSSG
treasurer, Howard .3015011. was vot~ on
and accepted 11 votes to 9.. Mr. LOwey
was last year's Vice 'Pr~sident for the
.School of B,usiness under the former
···DS~G Preside~t, Hank Testa,
and
prominent in Ms. Bursky's' presidential
campaign this.year.
.
Meryl Strauss.. who ran01nsuccessfully
on the CBS ticket for treasurer~. 'then
aSKed to have her name withdrawn from
(Co,ltwut-d· on "Page )()~' .>.
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Segall. Honors

.p.rom
'. ... '.0- - -. -t--·---'
--d---:- ·F····· -.'-.
'1'1'·' - .
ec ." au y

"

The,.-College's Language Laboratories
TheCU NY Committee for the Disabled
c'.' . .
. __are__oJt~ring.a __ uniqueliew instructional _. .is.rreceiving applications for the fourth'
. tool to. students takingelementary Span- . annual Dr. Vera B.bouthil Memorial
-Ish: the Dial-AsLanguage service. which
A wards.
-----·penni£S·Iliem-toieceive-30minutes of proTwo awards of ·filly-aoIIars eacn willbe} ~ --..~
grammedinstructions over the telephone.
given to senior 'college students. one
Sixty-seven members of the Faculty a~d
Levine**-Statistics
The ser-, ::..-c. which combines recorded
based on scholarship and the other on
Staff, who recei~d pro~oti~~'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Senior Lab. Technician
:!::r..r!r~<~'_; ',: U~t.'(1 in c()n,,~~L!('~~ WlUl:':
:-,prvice. Hecipit·nr:-. rnu st. . i?t~ phv sica i ly \
Ralph Si~ianni-Phys.
& Healt n
1:
,
... ~
if
,
«;·-!·1,:1
'I or CCE-~ were honored by President
WOrr~dOGK. ::- :::rU\r"H.. t'(1 or c':'; Ie!:;,:'.::!.:" pur-_,.::.~ J "..( . . .
_._-,-_._--_ --.- .Ed.
ir;J. the Faculty
r)·
. .
•.
--1".. . ; .....,.....- .~. r't',- _ .... <1'1~
.\~r,l;,.-.. .,. ;.-,-.....: ·q-n
.~' .•u~~Ll~'!.·.
:r "-""'p (\t.'·t~ ~ I Segall ,at a reception
Lt.'
.- ..
..
..
u" '.... f..4"" ... \....
.!
Lounge
last
week,
at.
a
gathering also
" Mabel Yu **-Statistics
. oj the Dean of St.udent.s. H.oom i'02. and
jnsLructio!·,. '~'he course 01 :-;~udy includes
attended by the Deans 'and Department
TenureEffective 9/1/78:
the Counseling Office, Room 1735. bot.h
--- ·23--lessonsUlken ~-a weekly -basis over
Chairmen or supervisors of th~ honorees.
Virginia G. Smith-Art
at 360' Park Avenue South. Completed
two semesters.
The congratulations were extended over
R. Keith Martin and Gerald Skolnickapplicat.ions should be. returned to Dr.
The programmed workbook, Spanieh: A
hors doeuvres and wine. The list effective
Accountancy
Florence W. Siegel in· the Office of the
Modular Approach. was devised by Proin all but one case, 1/1/78:
Stephen Katz and Ashok VoraDean of Students. no later' than April 3.
lessors Katherine Harnpares and Nelly
From Associate to Full Professor
Economics/Finance
197~.
Santos and plililished by Harper & Row.
. Bertha Newhouse and Leopold
John Dore-English
.. ~
TJw..--t:elephone course is similar. to the inM
Scha-chnerAccountancy
Randolph
Trumbach
and
Cynthia
H.
st.ruct.ion normally provided at the Labs
Jack Francis
and Irving Stone- .Wlpttaker-History
but designed for people who prefer the conBOUNCE·A-THON: On Monday.
Economics/Finance
Raymond Chang, Eleanor Langstaff
venience of home study. If the course is
March 20th, the Sigma Alpha Mu
. Jeanette Bely-Education
and Suzanne W ahba- Library
_----suecessfUIICwiII be expanded to include'
'Fraternity and the Circle K Club.of
Frances Barasch." Daniel J. Murphy,
Georghios Sphicas and Louis W.
other languages..
- Baruch College .will ,. Bounce For·
and Marie' Lederrnan-e-English
Stern- Management
Courtesy Baruch Toda . . . .
Breath" in Penn Station. All
Leonard Lakin - Law
Shama A vraham-Marketing
monies collected will be donated to
An expert in French intellectual
Leon Schiffman- Marketing
Fred - HeuI!lanandNellyE. Santsothe Heart Fund and. as usual, all
history. Professor Levenstein uill speak
Jay Finkelman -'- Psychology
Modern Languages
donations of time and money will be
March 14 on "vt/hat Happened to the
Matthew Goldstein**-:-Statistics
Beryl Shaw-Mathematics
gratefully accepted. Lest there be
Enlighenmqnr in the -Ticentieth Cen.Irving Qreger-Student Per sonriel
Carlesta .S. Henderson-Music
any doubt or reservations, we will
tury: Fromf1.'&faire to Dreyfus
t he
Services .
Lea K. Bleyman, Charles Malerich and
be bouncing basketballs.
Holocaus t.' The lecture will be held 6
From Assistant to Associate Professor
Miriam Sidran-Natural Sciences
p.m. in the 9th Floor Faculty Lounge of
Audrey William**-Comp. Programs
James F. Guyot-Public Admin.
"
the 24th Street building. French food and
Stavros Thomadakis- Economics/FiMiriam G. D'Aponte-s-Speech
wine will be served. "
nance
Martin R. Frankel and Lawrence
DISTRICT
CONVENTION:
The
_"Kamauraska; .. a French film starring
.Howard Siegel-Education
Leveiile-Statistic
New
York
District
of
Circle
K
Genevieve Bujold (with English subCornelius Page' and Thomas Hayes- Certificate. 0
ontinuous Employment
International
will
be
hold'
g
its
English
.
titles.L will he given two showings at 3
ird, Art; Engelo Anselmo,
16th
Annual
Convention
dur
ng
the
.~
Harry
Rose
Health
Care
and 6 p.m.• March 7, in room 1323 of the
Harvey Jackson and I solina Marxuach,
weekend of March 17th-19
ur
23rd Street building.
.
Richar
opelman. an
nt
Compensatory Programs, -vand Wendy
club
president,
Tony
T
0 pson,
ehindler,
.
Jack
Shapiro
and
This Quality of Life program, funded
Heyman. Lecturer-.-(Counselor, Curricular
has announced his intention to run
by a grant from the Baruch College Fund.
Mark Sheingo
-Mathematics'
Guidance, Liberal Arts). .
for
the
office
of
Lieutenant
is being coordinated bv Professor
Irvir..g Burstiner-Marketing
Tenure InRegtstzae's .Office
Governor.
of
the
.
Metropolitan
Katherine Carson.
Debra.Popkin-« Modern Languages
Harvey Du vd.evani,
Associate·
Division (Manhat t.an. Brooklyn and
Alfredo Peredo and Kerry .Stewart-, Registrar and Bernard Gevertzman,
As of February 24. 19'78, a new policy
Staten Island) and needs as much
Phys. Ed. & Health Education
Assistant Registrar .
will be in effect ~ith the Office of Student
support as possible at the conWalter Reiehrnan- Psychology
College Lab. Technician
Activities.
-~
vention (Oops: I didn't mean it that
David Bresnick-Public Admin.
Gary
Ganim,
Duplicating
Room
Calendar reservations for all club events
way '}. The convention offers a
Martin Barry Dumas and David Supervisor
can be made only by students whose
weekend of fun and a chance 'to
names appea~ on 'the Officer's cards. The
meet other Circle Kers from New
. President of the Club may. designate, in
York State.:
writing a member who is- not an officer.
who can make calendar resen:ations at .
"
times when t~ officers are not availa·ble.
If the designationis not submitted by
BLOOD DRIVE: The Annual Blood
March I Oth, we will assume that. all bookDrive will be held on Thursday,
ings will be made by the Club Officers. . .
March 9th. in Room 114 of the 24th
This new policy' will be strictly enforced..
Street Building, from 9:00 A.M. to
\
Thank" you for you r coopera tion.
5:30 P.M. Volunteers are needed to
Baruch College will be celebrating 'the
take pledges as well as dona te
fourth annual city-wide Frerich .Week
blood. Further information can be
- with ". a special address bv Professor
obtained from our information table
Aaron Levenstein and the';howing of a
in the lobby of the 24~h Street
.. -..----_._
·----··---French-canadianieature-fihn.- .
. . -Building:
.
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Friday, March 3, H)78. Ernst
& Ernst; C.P.A., Insurance
Services Offices. Standard &
Poors
Monday. March 6. 1978. ~ .S.
Social Security Administration ,
U.S. Peace Corps and Vista,
C~opers ; & Lybr~nd ~.P.A ..
G~rtz Dept. Store.
_
Tuesday, Mai;ch 7. 1978, Allis
Chalmers Credit Corporation.
Bank~rs' Trust
Company,
Morgan
Guarantee
Trust
Company, Mar~h & McLennan
InsQrance Brokers. Cooper§ &
Lybrand, C.P.A.
.
\Vednesday, March 8, 1978__ ~
\\' est Point Pepperell Cor-'
poration,"
l\tlanufacturers
Hanover
Trust
Company,
Nqrthwestern Mutual" Life
Insurance,. American 1n~

,-.

Now what?

, t.ernat.ional Insurance:
Friday, March 10. 1978,
Laventhol, H_orwath & Company. C.P:A., Seidman . &.
Seidman. C.P.A. Bloomingdales
Monday, March 13, 1978.
Midland Metals Co.

--

Tuesday. March 14. -1978,'
Polaroid Corporation, Danskin
Co., ~orvettes Dept. Stores.
IB'M Corp.,. Proyident Mutual
Insuranc§
Wednesday, Marc'h 15, 1978,
Burroughs 'Wellcome Company,
C.N,.A. Insurance Co., Blue
Cross Blue Shield
Tuesday March 28;, Liberty
Mutual Insurance.
Wednesday, March 29, 1978.·
Roerig Division of Pfizer Corporation.

YOu can w or ], g·~c

5 ~\)r

!he mdfi

me
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PEACE CORPS a'-'c VISTA utter V('l>
'e>Aa,rjlng eX~~rlpnCe~o· 'yvu~ Il'1e
In the PEACE CORPS ',;)u can go ...,hp'l?

I..·dil
"

'-"-\oor,, ·UII!ln~p· tel' 'nd~"'ln~

rpa! il'ter'1dtlve'm,,' _ 'L;!~~ D'" ''''p mc·,'
'
.

I'JU' 5"';:" an'(~ tralnlnc; Clrp neeCe'.: Y,l,.
sueak d new la!""GuaG~ dnc~ bp ddop:-ed D"r d n~~ ~)4?n~'lf.'
VISTA offers. YOU t!lt' oppc:r1ur11;') to he,~; ;Jpor'!e rIC~! herp In ;~::. ,--'oun~~"t:
wneH"'ler It Sin ir'e ~rOu~·ed qhe!~C ;r1p r''''r'''..)Ur·dlr'l~ -=-,f A~~)djo:1Cr1Id 1,.- ~ In yOU' ()I/'.'n

can !I'w'e In a ne~ lane

com'~unr~""

~

It yOU ·..... ant to d0 something reall~ I,..,~',"tan: ~0nSIJe' thl' PEACE CORPS ",
b.,cauS., yl.'~ CAN make all tnt' drfterencc',,, ..t he wO"d

VISTA

.

PEAC~ CO~PS and VISTA recruiters will be coni'ducting per.
sonal interviews with seniors and grad students in the Place.
ment Office on Monday, March 6th.

.
COME IN AND D!SCU.SS YOUR FUTURE
WE'LL SHOW YOU HOW TO USE THAT DIPLOMA
SenlO'S and grad students snould SIgn up tor ;ntprvr .... ws ,n the Placement Otllce

:,
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Janu~fy Graduates

.

Are Bid Fatewell

'

. ,

~ ..

't

by Howard Babich
Stating that it was the' Baruch College
Alumni Association's way oi wishing-this.
. past January's graduates a fond goodbye J o$eph~Nacrtlias.· president of t.hat
organization, opened this year's convocation for mid-year degree candidates.
-----.-.!Tr.he--eeFemony~ which took place on
Sunday, February 26 and followed by a
reception,-was held in room4-Notth of the
23rd street building while the auditorium
is being refurbished.
After Mr. Nacmias-who graduated
Baruch College in 1969:-made his
opening ...r emarks
welcoming
the
graduates aryl their families he introduced Dr. Sidney Lirtzman.' acting
.. vice president for academic affairs, Dr.
Lirtzman told the gradua tes of his hope
that the education they received at
Baruch College will be useful to them in
the years ahead of them. He also expressed his hope that the relationship
between
them and the school will not be
.
terminated with their .graduaticn. "You
are not only graduates of Baruch College
but alumni' as well.' He' continued to
explain that "there are..manypeople who
will come to.Baruch and need your help as
alumni: .,
'Dr. Lirtzman also mentioned the fact
that in order to increase the value of
higher education at Baruch College the
school is expanding. its range of
,

programs.
. in .constant contact with her former / ~.qy~.~!(.~..thatgraduating Baruch (which
After D~. Lirtzrnan spoke Mr. N acmias
students" and that she (Srnith)". is· in 1948 was part of City College) has
elaborated on' what Lirtzrnan . was
"gratified to present to Dr. Bernay 'with meant for him a very' rewarding 'career
referring to when he .mentioned the
the Faculty Service Award vith love and and family life. He also tri~ure the
college' was expanding its range of affection from those who have. benefited- . graduates "that luck has very. llttle:if
programs. Nacmias explained that the
'trom her presence at Baruch."
anything. to do with success. H~ stated
Alumni Associa.tion is sponsoring a series
that with hard work and determination
In accepting the award Dr. Bernay
of meritschlorships. These 30 schlorships
they would . be.able .to attain almost any
'stated that those of us atBaruch College
will be offered to high school seniors who
goal they set for themselves. He fools the
.. are like pioneers ,. for Baruch is no t a
display fine academic achievement.
City University has helped make this
school of the rich and influential. She
possible' remarking that "the City.
Mr. Nacmias annouced that the Alumni
spoke. of the many students who have .
Association has also joined tog-ether with
University has nurtured the intellectually
come to her worried about finding .jobs
the college in allocating.' money to unstarved." He added that "Baruch College
'when they leave Baruch' and assured
graduates know who they are, where they
derwrite a continuing education program
those graduating today that they will
have been and where they are going.."
at Baruch College. .
.
.
find jobs. In concluding her speech Dr.
Also on the program was the Baruch
. The next speaker was Ada L. Smith. a
Bernay stated that "the joy has been
1973 graduate.. who presen-ted the
College Vocal Ensemble under
mine" for being at Baruch.
Faculty Service Award to Dr. Elayn
direction of Dr. Carlesta Henders.on. The
..__
After this the afternoon's convocation
Ensemble performed "0 DomineJes . - .....
Bernay of the Marketing Department.
address was made by Charles Feit, a 194~
Christ.e
by Giovanni, Pierluigi da ,
Before presenting Dr. Bernay with the
graduate
of
Baruch,
who
is
now
the
award.Ms.._Smith stated that the purposePalestrina. "Come Again.. Sweet Love"
of the award was' a "small way of
executIve VIce presideIit of \\'eaPt by John Dowland. "'}linter by Har-r~Y'-------'-Watchers International.
Wilson and "!Will Praise Thee, 0 Lord"
acknowledgmg those individuals who
In his. adresss Mr. Feit told the by Knut Nystedt.
have helped make four years at Baruch
College a meaningful experience."
Speaking of'Dr. Bernav-s-who. besides
.....
being a professor at Baruch. 1S a consultant to 1\-1s. magazine and president of
the New' York chapter of the New York
credits of graduate work beyond the fourMarketing Associa t io n-s-M s , . Smi th
year undergraduate degree presently_
remarked that "she is willing to give of
required. The proposal would' also require
50 percent of an acouritancy faculty to be
her knowledge and expertise to any
CPAs
themselves.
student any hCUJ,I' of the day or night.."
She continued that Dr. Bernay "remains
In testimony before' the Board's
education committee in- October, Dean
Thomas· objected to the proposal
primarily on two points. First, by
requiring an extra year of study, he said
.'
accessrto: . the" profe-ssion would be
restricted only to those who could afford
munity colleges. The Times item also.
the additional training. Second, by inhowever, -perpetuated some nagging
creaairig'
the con~entra·tion. in acmisconceptions about Baruch, that it is
countancy, .he said the proposal runs
solely a business school, and reflected the
.counter to the belief that students in the
writer's mistaken idea that City. Hunter.
field should receive a broader education.
Queens and Brooklyn are the only' four-

s..

CPA ,Exam Toughen-s

0(.
~.

Baruch Hits Big Times
-

.

~.

Baruchians who" were on scene when the
College approached the end of its first full
year as such i# 1969, read with particular
interest an article in the New York Times
of January 30 about Brooklyn College's
declining enrollments. The reason: in
passing, the article noted that Brooklyn
.had been edged out (by Baruch) of second
place among CUNY units in number of
fu-stchoices indicated by high school
seniors. This was a drama tic change from
the 1969 standing, which showed Baruch
ranking behind all units but two com-

. year colleges in the system. At least one
Baruchian, Dean Emeritus . Emanuel
Saxe. has already been on the phone to
the Times to assert Baruch's multipurpose missio:ra,.and full status as a fouryear college. Others may. wish to do the
same.
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Vetera-ns

know ebou: Psych'ology but

..

were'1Oo paranoid to ask-

j

.360 P.A.S...·
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Thursday 12-2
PsychOlogy Society
. 'Guest Speakers, Films, etc.
rm 424 24th St. .
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Speakers: Vietnam Era Veterans
Repr~senti ng the
American Legion
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Match 2, 1.978 '

R

vironment of international finance,
financing, international
trail...
sactions, international capital
markets, taxation. Emphasis on'
financial decision making" in the
firrn.. (Prerequisite: a course Inbusiness finance.)

~uinm,erStudy;-Vacation in Hawaii

,,
I

In order to enhance .the understanding
~f international environment .of b~siness
and management, the : Univer sit.y of
Hawaii's College of, Business Administration has established the Summer
lnstitute..-of Pacific Asian ManagemeI\t.
The Institute provides "training program
and research facilities through exchange
of 'students and faculty. For summer.
1978, the Institute off~rs the ,Summer
Institute program .during .Iuly lo-August
17, 1978, jointly 'f/ith the University's
Asian Studies Program. through the
University's Summer Session. This is a
unique undergraduate program, designed
to deepen the st.udents ' understanding of

international business as well as business
.relations in the context of Pacific A~ian
Countries.
The- Institute welcomes students from
Business Schools.
Asian Studies
Programs and Social Science majors of
accredited U.S. colleges and universi ties.
as well as executives and- teachers 'who
are interested in international business
with special emphasis on Pacific Asian
business reia t.ions.
The Collegpof
Business
Administration is ~ccredited by the
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business (AACSB). Creidt.s earned

Photo Scholarships.

I

.

from the Institute's summer program
may be transferred to a ny university.
The Ins ti tu te' s program offers'
students flexibility .and course selection
to- meet, individual requ irement.s, Par.t.icipant s select ,the courses of their .
choice. for which they will 'receive
academic credits. Those participants who
tak(,'MJ1T 344 S~minar in Management
(Pacific Basin Business) and a!lY other
two elective courses' will be awarded a
certificate uponthe'ir successful .completion. in addition 't.o academic credits.
Participants inte.rested in enriching t~
international competency may. with the
l n st.it.u t.es approval. enroll in any course
as auditors.

<

1. Mult.inat.ional Marketing

4. BEC 361. Business and Trade in the- .
World Economy (3 credits) .:

Study of economic interdependence
of
nations,
industries.
and
markets: Hecksher-Ohlin,Keynesian. classical and monetarist views;
public and private, policy issues,
'international banking. balance of
payments: (Prerequisite: two int.er med ia te
economic
theory
courses.)

5. ECON 415. Asian Economic
Development (3 credits)

Methods and organization peculiar'
.t.o international marketing. with·
emphasis on practical and technicalaspects.

a

Instructor:' ,-Laurent
Le s kel l
•
(Time: MTWThF 11:35-12:50'

Ins t r u c tor: J am e s M a r s h
. (Time: MT~ThF 11:35-12:50)

A. Courses offered are

Undergraduate college students who
winner at the time of re-enrollment.
--~aTli:J"e-r"pirorograpnets'areirivited
t o compete
_ This scholarship prize that honors
in the annual J ospeh Ehrenreich National Joseph Ehrenreich. founder of Ehrenreich
Press
Photographers
Association
Photo-Optical Industries. Inc .. Garden
Ins t r uc tor: Pet e r
Do Y l e
Scholarship for 1978. in which two 8500 City, N,Y." has been provided by his
(Time: ~lT\VthF H:45-10:00)
scholarship prizes will be awarded.
widow. Amelia Ehrenreich. _
2. 1\1 G T
:3 4 :3 .
Com par a t i ve
~-Applicants in the competition need not
Her late husband had ear ly recognized
Management Systems: U.S. and
r
be journalism majors but must show. the potel)!:ial of 35 mm photography and
Japan
(3 credits)
,
aptitude and potential in the making of or the Nikon camera in particular. for which
to idenify. classify. and explain
Ir_~_,_
the use of photographs in communication
his firm became the exclusive American
-s.imilaritiesand
__differences __ tn
r---- ·:--:-:-:-:=-:-arnf mtrstrirrterrdrto pursue a--career in-- d-i-s-tiihtH-o-r.-His. -en-t-fi-us-i-asm---fur------N"ik-on
managers,
In
process
of
I
journalism, Deadline for the competition propelled it into' a leadership position by
management. and in relevant enI
is April 1, 1978.
making it a standard for photoj ourvironmental constraints in Japan
The selection of two winners and two
nalists.
'and U.S.
alternates will be made in May by
Ehrenreich was known for stressing
Instructor: Gordon Redding
committee that will include a working quality and fine engineering. In 1962. the
(Time: :\1TWThF 10:1~0:11:25)
news photographer. a picture editor and a
Japanese government gave him a citation
r .
photojournalism instructor. Should the
for outstanding promotion of Japanese3. FIN 321. International Financial
two winners not qualify or not enroll for
American trade.
ManagementG credits)
1--------- . the following-scaoel-year, -t-he--"awa-rdwiH -- --E-rltr-i-e.s- for .t he.v.icornpet.i.t.ion. are
-F"i'rianCliil marlag-emeiiC-oC-foreign-go to t.he first alternate..Checks will be
available by writing Mr. John Ahlhauser
and international business cordeposited with the registrar of the
~ PPA
Scholarship Chairman. III
porations: The regulato.ry enstudent.s' school 'to be credited to the
Meadowbrook. Bloomington. In. 47401.

'.

.~'~-

- Hi-s-tery and e~,.um~i...c.dezelopmentj
of Asian nations. Resources,
population and income, savings.
investments and consumption
pattern. Role of government and
private
enterprise.
(Prerequisite: two introductory
courses in principles of-economics.)
_

-L

Instructor: Chung
Lee
-(-T-ime-:-MTW-ThF l-O-:-l-O--1-l-;-2#-

Because of limited enrollment, selection
for admission to the Institute ~ill be on a
.competitive basis. with priority given to
early applicants.' Deadline for application.
is May 15. 1978. For further information,
write to:
Summer Institute of Pacific Asian
Management
-- "College-oTBusinessAdnuinstratlOn --- -- ---,---------'University of Hawaii at Manoa
Honolulu, Hawaii ~68~2
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You know Zappa warned
of the city plight
That the yellow snow
" Is not chicken delight
Bu_t when winters.here
And the flakes fall
a
first the mayor kneels
Then the c-ity crawls

SVI VIC!'

832-0033'
-

YOU CAN'T BEAT· CHAYKIN'S!
Review Course Of Them All

• THIRTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE and 15.000 alumni
including NY.S. Gold and Silver Medal Winners
In 1-974, 1975. 1976 and 1977
.
,
• The school selected by a rnajontv of the "BIG S'
tor staH training lectures.
• More Instructional hours than any other course
• Approved by N. Y. State Education Qepartment
tor the trairnnq of veterans
~

. . ···-~~"='~K,.--kil\S
F«lnCfMJre'"C··

~=a;o;~~

x. CPA YREVIEW

1585 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036

J

THE LONG: If you are between 17* and 32 years old
and would llke'ro experience Israel for 6 months. a
semester .or year. we've got the programs! Learn
Hebrew. volunteer in a development town. dig into
a kibbutz. live the ..,1 and and the people. in these
historic times. Most programs cost little more than
airfare alone. Ro orn-andboard are included. Cotlege credits are available where applicable.

r

When a storm hits
Whenicicles form
On your finger tips
And Madison A venue is frostbitten.
As soon as they know
That the stock rnJrket will-close
Cause the cash flow is frozen
.'

And thats what it takes
Tomake W ashi~~~~ hear
Thats the voice ~akes'
New Yorka disaster area
I ts a no holds barred storm
\V ith cold blooded blasts
---A-nd-the carbon monoxide.black
Can play havoc on your ass
So you got to high step it
Like your walking through central park
Like your negotiating a cow field
When the night is deathly dark

"

THE SHORT: If you are in high school, college, or
older you should spend this slimmer in-Israel. There
are dozens of programs to choose from-many of-fering. -college ctedit__s.. B~_~_rl__~~1,a~QI_ggis~ w9_r_k~_
on a kibbutz, learn Hebrew. dance. tour, discover
your Jewish roots. All programs offer rare
challenges and in-depth Israeli experiences.

BUJ still its sad
.And hard to understand
How the lush tur-ns to slush
----------------Wb.eD .w~x~ ~rlJsb~4__Qy a __ w~~~~r
wonderland

_

by Thomas Gesimondo

So whether you're interested in the long or the short
of it call today or write for the fr-ee deskiptive
booklet.

---------------------04

....

r

American Zionist Youth foundation
Israel Program Center 5 i 5 Park Avenue.
New Yojk, N.Y. 10022 (212) 751-6070
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STUDENTSr-oiJR PRI.CESCAN'_T BE BEAT!!
J.D. (Bring this ad). -

10% DISCOUNT through the:end 01 semester with student or, faculty

,

XEROX
t-io coo.es

OFFSET

7~'
100coplcs
$300
11-50coples
.. 6ct
aout i Oos
$100
..
over 50 COPICS
5~.
MOST WORK WHILE YOU WAIT. Larger jobs in by noon-out same day!

8'12X11
8'12X11
8 1/ ;> x 11

.
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27 LeXington Ave. NY le:'H (23rd & 24)
677·5~75
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Ah mother nature
How New York hates you
You can make the difference
Between radials and chains
Between sariit.at.ion residuals
And pothole pains
.
You can.make a pacemakers pace
And a mayoral race

grdc1udl~

\

.1..•.. _

L

~

The subcommittee formed by the
House and Senate has reached a com. i
promise agreement resulting in passage
.
- of the G,I. Bill Improvement Act-HR
"
8701. Highlights of the new bill include a
f"
6.6% cost of living increase and- a drastic
..
'!
change "in the controversial delimiting
date for veterans receiving educational
assistance benefits.-.:
"The 6.6% 'cost of living increase means
that - a single veteran, attending a
veterans administration approved institution. full time. will receive $311.00
per month as opposed to the. current
$292.00. Veterans with, one dependent
will get $370.00; two dependents $422.00;
and for each dependent over two an
. . . n I $26.00 will be received. \
The cost of living increase was expected
all along. However, the proposed charge.
in the delimiting date-the 10 year limit
within which veterans must. use their
---benefits;- or forfeit any remaining entitlement-generated strong opposition
and created the need for the compromise
committee.
l n its original version, SR 947, the bill
would have extended the delimiting date
from the current ten to twelve years. Its
proponents argue that too many Viet
N am era veterans were unable to attend
full time institutions because educational
allowances were incomensurate with
actual costs (the allowance for a full time
student was 8130.00 in 1967 and did not
J
reach parity with the actual cost,of higher
education until the early 70·s).
Opponents argued that a two-year
; extension would 'cost the government an
-~
additional two billion dollars.' 'Moreover.
they felt ten years was long enough for a
veteran to take advantage of the benefits
since \V.W.I I and Korean conflict
veterans were only allowed eight years.
The compromise version that was
passed, HR 8701, resulted in retention of
the. ten year limit and established an
expanded loan program.
Essentially the expanded loan program
would enable veterans, those whose
delimiting date has expired but still have
at least 12 months of entitlement
remaining to borrow up to $2,500.00 per
-year from the Veterans Administration..
Veterans will be expected to begin
repayment of the loan nine months after
graduation. at interest rates comparable
to the National Direct Student Loan
Program (3%).
.--- --'The--new-biH-is- to-t-ak-e:e-ff-eet -sixty--day-s------after it is signed by President Carter. who
is expected to do so. Veterans who desire
an in depth summary of HR, 8701 may
obtain one by writing: William E.
Lawson. Director OVA. One Dupont
Circle, N.\V.-Suite 410. Washington D.C.
:20036
~-

.
But still Its.funny .'
That when all is sunny
The city spins'
Like the criminals within
But when the H20
Gets a little frozen
The city yields
Andjust spins its wheels

AND THE
SH--RT OF IT

.• -and a high scnoo:

j

'~1

.

-And thats what it takes
To survive winter in the city
When you don't make enough money
To make the capital take pity

THE L------NG
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\\1 ere cornot.ose
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. by MichaeL8.\Beiluo~o

14 E. 6qth Street. "N. YC.
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Call us -forc(jnflci~?ntl<lI.lflf(~rmdt Illl~ <Inc!

Vets
Column
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_ • ·ABORTION .
.
• Birth control •.VD Testing
• New Blood test detects pregnancy
before a missedperiod"
,
.
.
• FREE URINE PREGNANCY TEST·
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Lectureship
-Awards_.--Glv_·-:e-n--.--..

-'

DougfasE, Aronson
Steven Koenig'
Leo.. Uhrlich

Interim Editor
Interim Associate Edi tor
Interim Business Manager
I .

Contributors:
.John Rivera
.Darleeu Bever
Howard Babich'
Anthony Malloy

Ronnie .Preist,
.Brian Kanzaki
Steve Kaufman .
Thomas Cesimondo Michael Belluomo
E'van Finkelstein . Andre Bonime

EDITORIAL

Politics
_.

.~

Several Assembly meetings have been
literally starving to death. Without our
held and so far nothing has ..happened.
clubs, Barch Collge is nothing. The entire
The reason is fairly obvious. The memAssembly, each members obeying his/her
bers are .so involved in political ties that
obligation's, is being both assinine and
inconsidera teo
_ they arent thinking of the main issues
and problems that the students are
When the school newspaper doesn't'
facing. Weare the ones that are getting
have paper or pens to write with, not to
screwed.
mention a typewriter, you know there's a
Each party is under the misconception
problem somewhere. While I have a high
that what their party wante, their pa~ty
regard for Parliamentary procedure, I
will.get. The tragedy is that absolutely
cannot help but 'laugh when I hear
nothing is getting done. I t took three
. someone second a motion to second a.
boring, repetitive Assembly meetings at
motion. This might be a bit exaggerated,
which hostility was omnipresent, and
but this sort of double talk does go on:
omnipotent, for an Assembly with twenty
mcihbers to appoint two members to be
Until the members of the Assembly,
on the Fees Committee. This is
ALL the members, are ready to grow up
despicable.
and give in to each other·s. demands,
Each of the leaders of- the three parties
absolutely nothing will be-accomplished..
run around the room. whispering into
My point is that the members of the
their "-protege's" ears. It's apparently
assembly must stop acting as if they're
reached the point where members of a
learning how to sit on an important seat.
particular party are voting against an . This is the real thing! Get it together
issue, or person, simply because the other
now! Just think about all the lives that
party wants it. Those of you who are the
you are screwing up at Baruch. Once you
-.~.~$': .' --OL-:ventriloquist.s.~shoulcL_ be._. .rnake j.hat__ re~Ji~_ation, __~.be~ .. }::l}?yJ}~_ j:'o_ll...
ashamed.
will learn how to compromise. II f you
Without the aforementioned Fees
continue to do things as you have been
Committee, there cannot be apdoing them, NOTHING will be acpropriations to the various clubs, which
complished. You probably don't want to
incidentally are scarcely surviving on
see this happen but, it inevit.a hly will. We
what they have. While the Assembly
.voted you in so' don't screw us.
members are sitting on their asses
Remember, we can :\o'!' vote you in next
arguing over tr ivial it.ies. the clubs are'
year.

.
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The Deans of the three schools of Baruch that tyranny can be avoided by~disPer~l
College- Business and Public Administra- of power through a system. of checks and
tion. Education and Liberal Arts and balances. Has the theory worked? in govlike 'the corporaScienc'es~haveestablish~d a Deans~Dis- . ernment? in institutions
.
.
tinguished Lectureship awarded in each tionand the labor union? Professor Levenacademic year to.a member of the faculty stein examines the distinctions between
"who has displayed unusual scholarship, the four separate concepts-s-power. authority; .responsibility arid accountabilityteaching ability, and community service.
and asks whether we have developed the
DR. AARON LEVENSTEIN is Professor .. mechanisms necessary for their effective
of Management at Baruch 'College. He use and control.
was
"'20 years director of the Labor
and Human Relations Division of the Research Institute of America and was
.
formerly Adjunct Professor of Management at the Graduate School of Engineeringat New York University ..
Dear Mr, c owell~,.---:---:---~=o-After gettinghis Bachelor of Arts degree
Your election 'to the A thletic Board of
at City- College, he received his Doctor of the Baruch Day Session Government has
Jurisprudence from-New York Law School. 'not yet been eonfirmed. .' a member of the New York Bar, he has
You ha ve been accused by. Richard
specialized in the law of labor relations Retting of violating the Senate ~ti9«'
and has' served as arbitrator in labor dis- ~ Committee By-Laws of ;s;Q~r 17,
putes. He has also served as a management · 1 ~76. The alledged ~~io'n as specified
. consultant, especially in the Health Care under Section VI Artic1e,~"'I~aking down
field.
another candidate's publicity" was our
Among the many works by Dr. Leven- justification for holding up your constein, these books have been widely praised firmation.
.
and one of them quoted as authority' in
There will be' an open hearing before
important Supreme Court decisions: this committee February 28, 1978 at 7)5
"Labor Today and Tomorrow" (Knopf), P.M. in room 114 of the 24th SL building.
. "Why People Work" (Crowell-Collier),
The committee will adopt the hearing
"Use Your_Head"': (Macmillan), and "F.'ree- procedures used in disciplinary hearing at
dam's Advocate" (Viking). .Professor Lev- Baruch.
enstein is editor-in-chief of Interaction,
Should you fail to' attend the hearing,
the bi-weekly management psychology ·youwill be disqualfied as a candidate.
. newsletter publishedby tl}~ Organizational
Very truly yours,
Behavior Institute.
Student Election
Dr. Levenstein will speak about 6 pm in
Review Committee
the Graduate Lounge on the 9th floor in
Dolores C. Gatza
the 23rd St. building. The American theory
Chairperson
If freedom has rested on the assumption
.

Published weekly under the authority of the Ticker Association of
Baruch College. Opinions expressed are those of individuals and not
necessarily of the Ticker. I t is the policy of the Ticker to accept all'
responsible opinions and letters. -All copy is subject to editing at the
~ .discretionvof _th~~(jjtQ!"~_ Iic~et'Association, the College or .the
University. Address all communications to the Ticker,
ox
137 East 2~nd Street, New York, N.Y: 10010. Telephone: 725.:7622'.
Copyright-s" 1977 Ticker Association.
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"Judging from the amount of noxious gases it emits, I'd say it's some type of weapon."
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The Slash of the Knife
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Would you
buy a
.. used paper
from this
.man?

"
By Brian Kanzaki ."'~
. Included in the $6-.4 million reduction is a
Recently re-elected University Student
$1 million cut to the SEEK program, which
Senate Chairperson, Ed~ard Roberts,
will result in the termination of 37 SEEK
denounced Governor Carey's $6.4 million counseling and 19 SEEK faculty positions.
cut to CUNY.'s senior colleges. Roberts said: . Brooklyn College is slated for the largest
that ..Carey's 1978-79 Executive Budget, campus reduction of over $1.4 million. This
releasedlastweek, is the latest knife plunged will. result in the termination of 20 faculty
.' into CUNY's back.. The senior colleges and 12.. faculty-supportpositions and a cut of
11 student service and 17 maintenance and
budgets will, be slashed from $311.5 million
. this year to $311.1 million in 1978-79. The operation positions. Overall, CUNY's nine
•
.
budgets of the community colleges have not senior _colleges w~l lose 254 staff positions.
'.
.
yet been determined. since the -City, as the Student enrollment is scheduled to decline-by
".:.
...
~
municipal··.. sponsor, ·se.~-O~~all .bud~et over '7,000. In addition, the Governor
.(Co~~,nued.:onPage.ji .. ~~~~~_ _~~~-:-:-~~~~~~~~~~
levels.
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-Dear Mr. Aranson:
<
I am indeed shocked that the person"""'who refrained from signing his/her name,
,'l
has
questions
concerning
the
qualifications of Mrs. Tllerese Belsito for
the job which ,she ,is 'now performing. ,It
-'--may be that the person wliO wrote the -llre-----(jraduate Lounge seeme~ to h.e
normal pperation -'-'--~
-boyco.t.ting-:t.b,e meeting.__,~ _
filling
up
nicely
for
the
DSSG's
second
.r letter is the recipient of the sweat, long
'As the assembly secretary began calling'
The effect of their absence, however,
hours, low .pay 'and tears that _Mrs.
assembly meeting of the semes_t~!._~Muc!?- _ roll, certain .assembly members got up was apparent, Without their attendance,
"lobbying
and mingling was taking place " and walked' out -wlthouC-- e:lptan'ation. a quorum was not present. This stumped
Belsito has put into this college. Not only
when Lynne Bursky, President of DSSG, , Unfortunately theY--,.chose not to the present student' government's atwas she in charge of the implementation
called for order.
represent the, students '\\rho had elected tempt to begin moving in this new year.
of scheduling ALL academic and other
I t was already a little bit late arid many. them.
personnel for the evening and.extension
T1}e only possible explanation by this
crucial items such as appointments to the
_, division but also for all returning
Among the assembly members who left ' reporter is that certain students may still
veterans after World War I L The' success ,Fees Committee and Vice Presidencies
the room were Howard Babich, Mart.in .be sore over their losses in the past
were on the agenda. The importance of
of tbe"" veterans' who. studies in the acMcDowell, Richard Grant" Keith Cornie. election. What is still unclear is why
the
fees
Committee
can
be
understood'
celerated program resulted
in
one
of
the
and
Mary Ann Hamel. They \ had been certain "sore losers" have decided to try
,.
when one realizes that without a Fees
most important contributions to the city,
conferring in' the hallway just minutes and disrupt -the student government's
Committee neither clubs nor Student
state and national economy: It may be
before the roll was taken. Each had efforts instead of contributing to those
Government 'can get funds needed for
that you are even the son or daughter of
refused comment as to why they were very goals all students have in common.
one of those veterans." ,
, 1
There might never have been a Bernard
M. Baruch College had not Mrs. Belsito
given of, her time and -experience in
helping to formulate policy. for the
" college, acting as liaison wi~h the BOar'G------:---=-------------~---_ __:_----___,_---_ _~_ ____.:. _
~------~-.~--------:-----l
, of Higher Education, etc. etc.
totally anarchistic, an-d thus lack any
nations.
The recent incidence of terrorist
In the nine year existence of the college,
violence in West Germany makes one coherence. or they can be a variety of
This latter idea vriotwjthstandingt.
'we hate had five executive heads and the
liberal, democracies 'sllfferin-g-orteriorist=-' ~--,-'- '"
ponder. about the implications of Marxism. and thus, have a relattvely well
only one who was able to give continuity
activities' must carefully: weigh ~h~ir ' ~':'~ '~'
and actually to keep the. college afloat, is ~ .terrorisrn for western democracies In organized strategy. Their ultimate goal
alternatives.' If terrorism becoin~s'~"a'n ,.," -, ,. mainly involves the destruction of opTERRY ·BELSITO. Do you now think generaL
Because of the relative openness of- -pressive political and economic systems
that' the salary 'you statedis too "low???
emotional issue the democraticqu ty.: of :" ,'. ," _~;,
that society will 'undergo a ~~v re test
" '.'
liberal societies they are especially in order to create a better society. Their
My answer would be thaJ not only should
rallying cries aim against injustice and
since democracies heavily rel
'the'· ",. ~
vulnera ble to acts of violence. Since a
she have been paid a much higher salary
inequality.
But
here'
another
rquestion
rational
solution'
.of
problems,'.
Fur. '
democracy implies the absence of a police
but- she should be given the thanks and
state. controls on such areas as 'arms arises: How do revolutionary' ideas and, thermore, ,- -the' 'eitreroely' dangerous
appreciation of all those who have
alternative of what,- has "been called the ,
availability. radical literature.' and the utopias relate to acts of violence?
benefitted from this great woman!!
Moreover, quite a few people agree with" "t.ot.alitarian tempt.ation" ';jlreatens ~
I. Harold }\.ellar movement of people within and without
these democracies-if they-ope for-tougher
Professor of Marketing their country are comparatively lax. , many of these ideas, but they condemn
the violence; so, where do ideals end and
controls, and stricter laws' regardfess_Df.
After all, democracies stand for freedom
/
'tolerance and freedoIIl.· Tbis. "problem
of thought, choice and pursuit. If, they terrorist acts begin?
Note: Professor! You spell it A-r-o-n-swere to restrict these freedomsthev
The ,democratic .society" offers a last 'which raises more questionsthancan be
.
.
-o-n.
would soon be accused of fascistic trends,
perspective on this issue. There are those answered with time becomesincreasingly
f
as is the case of 'Nest Germany today.
who sympathize with the .ideals .of the puzzling, and at the same tuneimportant,
to society, Perhaps aposirivesolution is
To: . Editors: The Reporter, Sentry, and, But, what is to bi done when terrorism
terr?ris:s. ari the~e are ~h?s~ who ut"~'
becomes a real and frequent threat?
Ticker
terly reject any form of dissent, In .the ' impossible; ", s ~,
Various other questions come to- mind: Is . center is a middle class majority . that
From:
Dr. Florence W. Siegel
terrorism
to be- tolerated for the sake of
Office of the Dean of Students
wants to preserve whatever economic and
democratic
principles?
Or.
is
terrorism
to
Subject: Dr" Vera B. Douthit ~orial
political freedoms it believes ·to have and
be
combated
at
the
expense
of
certain
~
Awards
')
riot feel threatened by the possibility of
freedoms? Is there a middle solution?
sudden violence. They will thus comply
Maybe
a
better
understanding
could
be
Please include the information below in
, with certain new measures of security
gairied
if
we
examine
the
sides
involved
in
the next edition of your paper:
and sun..eillance as long as these do not
this
issue.
First.
there
is
the
perspective
The CUNY Committee for the Disabled
",becolJle blatantly authoritarian.
.Continued from Page 6)
of
the
government.
I
ts
officials
must
is receiving applications for the fourth
One of the most surprising aspects of
refused to allocate monks for the University
juggle two contradictory notionsat.once:.., -thisissue.iparticularly in West Gerrnany..
,
!nittal Dr. Vera B. Douthit Memorial
to administer a reduced-cost part-timeThey have the duty of tolerating dissent.
Awards.
is that many of the terrorists come from
tuition waiver program. thus, forcing adbut at the same time they must maintain
Two awards oJ fifty-dollars each will be
well educated. economically comfortable
ditional declines in part-time student
peace' and stability., How can they
given to senior college students, one
middle class families. They live in a
enrollment.
separate simple dissent from outright " societv
based on scholarship and the other on
Robert's stated- that the Governor's:
. where injustices and inequalities
violence? They must therefore decide
service. Recipients must be physically
are' not very widespread. Then why the
budget, with its particular attacks against
what kind of anti-terrorist legislation to
disabled..
violence? Some observers have suggested
SEEK and pan-time students, means that
pass. A society's democratic character
_Applications ~re available in the Office
that those who are driven from, passive
USS and all student orzanizations 'must
may well depena-onch-e-a-p-p-r-ovarofLhese- -" disc-ontent-to--destruetive-activ-ities--lat-k- a' -mourn -a- YTgorOUS- -oFt=ens-i-ve-w-r-evefse -£he -----~''
of the Dean of Students, Room 17-0-2. and
laws. and on their subsequent strict or
the Counseling Office. Room 1735. both
purpose. a goal for which they live, and
cuts. Roberts pointed out (hat the legislature
'-1ft~ParlrAvenne-Sot:tt--lr.-,-Gomple£ed--,loose application..
, _,_,_ .because of this they commit aggressions
must vote on the budget by April I st and he
The terrorists themselves present a
applicatjons should be returned to Dr.
in the name of some distant, utopia.
hopes to bring pressure on t hem to reject the
second ' perspective.' Their goals vary
Florence" W. Siegel in the Office of the
Others go so far as to consider terrorism
cuts for CUNY· and to join \v ith the students
according to their ideologies which can be
Dean of Students, no later than April 3.
the future form of warfare between
of the City Uni\ersityin exposing the
1978.
budget-slashing tactics of the Governor.
What this means. according to Roberts. is
to, reduce
the
that thll.. Governor is tr\'in~
,
number of CUNY srudcnts and faculty to'
ease absorption and merger with the State
Unin:rsity.This is part of the Governor's
, calculated SI rategy to dismanl-k the" Cily
Uni\-ersity. first by ror~:iIlg. tile imposiliun of
tuition for the firsl time ill CU~Y's DO year
I;isrory. !',h)\\', the Governor is altempting 10
, lise the .resulting. 10\\'e~ed cnfnllmcnts as the
should be able"to typ~ aJ:mroximately 5S',wor.ds-,per mi,nute.
: hasis fl)r'- addilioI~al b'udget cut~ for, tnc'Cil'y
Uni'\:ersity. This wiJl inc:\oorably result in the
Steno 80 words per minu.te or Shorthand.
drasti;.: .I;urrailmcill ,of higher __ e<.tM~a(iqn_,~ __ ,_
$3/hr.
a~cessfor ihe City's rcsid~nts" "Th,is ~ann()t
be tokrated ..,. Robl'fl S s<:lid"
~ Rlmert~ intends to meet with
Irwin
minimum requirements 6 credits in accounting
Polishook. President of I he 'PTofc~siona'-~----Staff Congress (City University faculty
~$3!hr.
..
union) ill the coming weeks todis-c'uss a joint
plan of al..:t ion to, rcs(ore fuli funding ,lO City
University's budget. Both Roberts and
Polishookbelieve
that students and faculty'
(
.
should' work closely 'together - sinc~thcir
,
.- ,interests
are i nextricabl.y, inlert 'Wined'.
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.-by Steven Koenig
W~O ~HOULD ~LAY GOD? .by
Ted Howard and Jeremy Rifkin
(Dell $1. 95) is a fascinating book
about the controversies of genetic
engineering..' ~or •those who 'think
the concept of a master race ended
in the.forties, thisbook will telf you
who is conducting this research,
who stands to profit from it,and
what can happen to the future of
life on this planet.
FRIENDS AND
LOVE~S by
.
Robert Brain (Pocket $2.50) is
about the way our society, in
contrast with others, deals with the
bonds of friendship and love. It
'doesn't deal
with' sexual
relatI<:ftfsll"i"p's;--bur I ather friend
r.
~hip-Ioyalty, trustvand affection.
Brain writes in a way that is
friendly and illuminating. It's a
topic.which.has. been neglected." in
favor of sexual relationships, a~d
it's 'a refreshing and much needed
look at that which is most imt
portant to us.
CRUSADERS,
CRIMINALS,
CRAZIES by Frederick J. Hacker,
-M.D. (Bantam $2.25) analyzes the
terrorism which runs rampant in,
our world. From the fanatic with a
cause to . the criminal and the
" psychopath, Hacker traces the
psychology of the terrorist. Including chapters on Patty Hearst
and the Munich massacre.
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From 'How

1

Looking Good

To Buy
.An Eleph{lnt

/'

by Steve~Koenig
HOW TO BUY AN ELEPHANT ed.
John Krausz, (Hawthorn $5.95) This is a
book of '''things you never wanted, to
know~" 1?ut Willbe...gIadyou Joundout.
Like how to play the bellows as a Wind
instrument. Or how to harv~t ice. Or
important thinga--lik-e how to carve an endless wood chain. In fact 200 pages
chock full of useless information that'will
delight you. But of course it's now really
useless.· V·01J· never Jaiow'when you might'
need to k:tl0w how to sniggle for eels.
~
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J. C. Loudon ~NCYCLOPAEDtAOF AGRICULTUAE.187.1
~
agreed upon (as it generaOy oughdthat the
"
undertaker should agreeto preserve the
straightness of the channel, and uphold its
banks during that or some other time fixed
upon; and to deliver them up, at the end
of the term, in the state and condition specified
.i n the contract:
.
A' case of straightening the course of a river '
is 9i"el1 in The Code ,of Agricuhure. The waters,'
which in their crooked course were formerly'
() almost' stagnated" now run at the' ordinary
rate of rhedeclivitv give.n them. T-h.ey never'
overflow their banks. Cattle can now pasture
upon those grounds in which they would
.
formerly have been swamped. The.surface of
the water being low in general. four.:and sometimes six feet. below that of t'headjacent
fields, rhis cut serves as 'a general drain to the
, whole vallev: so that three hundred acres of
. meadow may be converted into arable land;
sixty acres of moss may be improved into
1$'
meadow; and five hundred acres of arable iand are rendered of double their former value.
RAISING RIVERS TO A HIGHER ,,-EVEL
re u ire to be deepened
for the purpose of drainage, so may their
waters require to be raised for the purpose
of irrigation. impelling machinery. or pro-.
ducinqcascades or waterfalls for the purpose
'of 'ornament. Dams or wearsfor this-purpose
F,y,
should be constructed so as to form a segment of d circle across the bed of the stream,
with the convex side pointing .UP the stream,
to iridur at io n ends,""greot care IS not tak-en,
A river whose course is In 3 s tr arqh t line,
and the- ends abutting against a natural or
In holes and qullev s In the new ban k . which
or nearlv so, hardly ever makes any encr oach- . '
ar tif icial bank. (Fig. 2) By this construction, the
r eourr c t" b e consr ant.v fl!lecj up with
.
ments on its banks; except perhaps very large
force of the water. however great, ~
loose stones
ovvn in, and left-t o he fixed
, rivers, when they use above their usual level.
effectually resisted. arid the structure remains
by the or essur e anr i rno n or, (1~ the water. In
either ov an increase In their own waters, or
secure, The greater the slope towards the
the
case
of
;).
river
;J.ts·,;nQ.near
,j
house.
from their flow being In so~e degree mrerupper
Side. the better, but· the lower side
(fir:.
I)
r
nrs
j:;
sornerimes
01
gre3.t
«nc
or
tao
ce.
rupted by the tides, Hence, whenever" river is
should be nearly perpendicular. that ,the
Cu t t inc the .revv char~nt::'1 is rner elv i) work
narrow in its channel and Winds considerably.
water may fall over it without coming in
of manual Iabo ur , beIng (il tendet! V',·tth no
any miscruef
commonly occasions may be
contact With the tace of tt:Je building.
other dif r icul tv thaI" wha, rnav ar ise from
prevented. bv deeperunc ann str'lIghtenlng
the expense. whi:'t-. w.11 dE'[lpn(1 r)n't~e SIll:?
the cou rse of the stream,
of the r iver , the nature ( ' f ih~:Jr'JUM to be
' · r .'i.~i':~"
cut ~hrough. ano the \J;:)IUt' f)f :d'nour i~ thf'.y
-';~~-'-''''''''''
.
,. ,"
',-''';',
-,;:~,
qrven
drs t r rc t I t I~ mos tt-, !O be l'>\.. er lJlr,f'",J
~ _.,- J. '.... ('
, . .
.
-.-..;
::..
,~With su if rr.ie ru ,1Cl.W':X·, :,y previous catculations. .
,
l:,e s.z e of tht~ ne.~' cut , ,;il ~c QUilt \)f its
gre<.J ter ceo: t"i, :""1:oy U e c;rr'dl l , .: ')Ii'lOdre(~ WI th
'~at of me old ·~honrll::. F.)r th" (;\Jrrp'n~ ·)f.
tlooos.o'l carr v in« "Ii lilt" ~.irrny p::" :.'_les
The atter arion of the cour se of i:l 'river OJ
(Fig. 3) The' wall (a) should be built of regularly
WHh,'vvhlch
tt"lt>y C(J:ll" It: Cli/lldCl, ",,~.; soon
brook isattended with diff icu.t v and expense
hewn stone. as 'should the abutments (b): next
entaroe If II rs i)"'~e't;-!4·il·SS 1;'lh:t':.' ~ v e
according to the particular circurnstances. In
the wall there snoutdbea mass of clay as a
ample room !:1 d E- :ww r.h anris! .r:" """Ie f ir s t
a simple case, In wb ich one s tr aiqh t cut IS
pt;rldle (e). and above that gravel or earthy
i Iooo )~C.Juill P~':''vf: :l"lr, <,r'd. bv r., 'S'IIY ,to;'
required. the principal d,tflc:.JJ,V, dnd that
matter of any k md to a consider aote slope
~)cun~,h, tor ce 1:5 ,AJJ·.' :.,:. r< irj . , i"r 'Iler
which reflUlres ;hp. bes! ~kl!l at tt'ie ,3rtISt,
(iil. BeneaTh the dam a considerable- portion
CtJurs€.
lies in dir~ctlng the curren~ at the II'S: flclOd
0uQh t to ')e Pdved (e).
out of the old into the new cr.':Jnnel, but :~
Hed~S. or b.JnkS 0: edrth. for the confinea bend of the lid cr,,3rlnel can I)~ mi.ld~ us'~
fl--Wnt ot .-vater ;'1 artificial lakes or ponds are
of, this difficulty may be ><Jid 1'1 va'1ish. 1hp
',)1 ten CGI)$tr-ucted at great expense., and, not
mouth of the new cut recelve~ ~he curre"
[>o:ng p:o,:>eriy furmed, often break 'out, and
with a straiqht cours...:. conseq\J2ntly. If If
o';c3sion considerable damage. The error in
I ' : '2
__ be made of suf~lcient capacity, tnf> rlvf'r.
thl':'lr construction IS commonly oWLng to the
In a flood, -:an have no prGpenslry if>ft
,A.dnT ('Ii !y ~adlh at thE: base in proDurtion to
towards itS old rh~,... nei ?nc; the ;t)0Se milT!'" I<.lis
:helr h~·lght. and thell n~ having 3 sufficient
which riSp. ir, form:nq me m"'UTh of th~ '1f"1I\: ;:yr,
":(1P~ !fJw;;rrh The waTer, nOr CI proper section
. willgeneral!\I be su. f ;::r.nr t'l turrl t~~ s~r(,,,ln
of pu[Jdle In rhe r.enter,
at low water ,r.to It. Bu' ,f 3 SUltdt,l..: 'H" -"~
Ht~J(Js ()~ Ill,)~e Stones ot a large size (Fig. 4)
cannot be apploachej l;'f yt',e "e..·..·~·Jt; ?
m~y l,e r>Jd r e('o:.Jrse to In slow running .rivers
.. ,_ di~eclJ.og.'pjp.r_v-.;JJLl:.e'p.>lUI:e'1 f", ~)I'rvl th~
nOT <.;Ul'jt>Cl tG higtl fl nods, and where there .
flood current, and give 11 <.J ~:r~,,!tl'!ll)rW;lr(j
!5 suc-h ~ supE'rjl;unC0l'}Ce uf water that no'
/\ nt:w ',\."r I l't rst-' -. '1'''li'', '\: b", -~t·,.lly
COurse ,nto the new ch.:m!l~1 c' ""'lfe:'I<.;h;
It;s,> ,s sustained hy the qu,m tltY which tlows
att~qdedlCJ rlullny,1 :,
if' ',ell:.' ,t·S
"dam being formed Le'weer fhe porn! of
rhrclJl,li) the ~tor.es. Where It is required to
openel1, ';'J see '11.:1 I!~ t:: • 't, I i:~ ~''>.'~·i \,'1'5 ':s
the pier and ,hE' firm bd'1k (it rhe np.v'
ret..;.,) :he whole CoT t_he woter, a puddle bank
st'Jlghtne:.;s, ,lr.ri Th'-ll 1,1, " . , •. t .... ;r~ :·;,i(1~
channel to prp:en;the V\ ... ·;·I frl)'n reCjdl;':fhl
:)~1UlJlrl be Co' ned up the middle of the dam.
,)r rrrr,ltPpp,~ ,:, ',', IJ.. nf. ., :',
- l"'r,":, I},,its wonted cou ese.
u-riCE:r t-~~y--(~-~xrr::-nT1I;'- '""!-;-i.::;:- _
-.. -An entirely new hE'O",;: !'i1;'I,pel, h)wev('r,
(.,Jf)(:./l. b~ Sc~l ~ Il' : -t.. \)i..J
is much to he prefer r~d '.N~l:' e ,I c:-~n t)e
F i9. 4
~
t \.")' 1 ~
thtlr .~"'l~\.:~ YPc.i~\ '."ft.
:.('
obt<l;r.ed for In iln "lo':reL1 ("()J'·'r.:"",,'Pf"'n lhp
•.
:
,
i
-1
~
.....
,
:
l
1
r
,
wiler'
,:
w,"
.
.t
t;,,'.
11"",
,
'
st-reClnl pdsses alter ncJtl~lv thr ,~,~!h r'f~\fJ :.U';
or U,)(1C r " d ; , t r l ~(. ~)~ \.il)/')"· '/1 :"'> l.-~.:~;Th,'.-".
and ~hrough a p;,; 1 of Its 01,1 IJPd, "S "C!lurl
d! ~r~ e\';f'l t~p.\~ r'~'Cf~ ':J' ~J' ' .. ~:\ " f .'J, . .J~I·~
on surtaces which ,HP ~() d;j~p.renl II, rt:~1d' I

THE ALL-AMERICAN DOG
(Avon $5.95) is a collection of
American folk art featuring dogs.
Dr. Robert Bishop, Director ~
American Museum of Folk Arts.
compiled this collection of paintings, sculpture, pottery, and
weathervanes, of man's best friend.
Some of these paintings are very
funny, such as Alex M~iladano's
"Dog Beauty Parlor" with Lauren
Bacall types shan:tpooing the dogs'
hair. All are a, charming part ,of
Americana.
THE MEMORIAL by Christopher
Isherwood (Avon $2.25) Avon's
Dara nne IS' 131Cing'6h'-th-e worthy
task of reissuing Chris Isherwood's
out of print novels, and this is ,the
first of that series~~Featuring a
_coyer.ponrait of the auihorby. Don
Bachardy, this is, a novel of the
"chaotic .twenties" in Europe.
THE HEARING TRUMPET by
Leonora Carringt0!1 (Pocket $1 .75)
This is a fantastic (i~ both senses of
the word) '. novel about" Marion
. Leatherb)', a 92 year old French
woman who doesn't know what to
do when her :amily 'wants, to
commit her to an old ladies home.
")t seems a pity to commit suicide
when r have iived for ninety two
years and really haven't understood
anything." Yet she is charming,
and fun, and when the old age
home· is in a· SpaAish c;astle full of
.witchcraft, mysterious poisonings,
and 'a portrait of a Nun which
winks. Marion uncovers the secret
of the Leer-ing Abbess, discovers
the Holy Grail, and makes our life
very happy in The Hearing
TrumpeL, The, ,llLustraiions by
Pablo Weisx-Carri~n are as
hysterical" as the book, and if you
don't want to take my word for iI,
fjlmmaker Luis Bunuel said
"Readjng The Nearing Trumpet
liberates is fro~ the miserable
reallty:Or'our days'."· ·In.faet~ it;s
as a Bunuel movie.
. goOd
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L09K1NG GOOD: A Guide For Men
by Charles Hix (Hawthorn '14.95, cloth)
is a valuable' book. Women have been
instructed in the art of beauty since birth,
but itis only recently that most men have
begun t~p~y, attention to tjleir looks.
There is no I<mgsJanding tradition to
. instruct men on how to care for t,hem-selves; and so Charles Hix has put
together this' oversize book to tell you'
just how to do it:
Divided into four sections, Hair, Face,
rrhe. BOQY t. 'and, 'Hands &, Feet, Looking
Good helps,: yo~ -~eep your ~ioDS.il;l

,
1

•

by Steve Koenig

I

good working order. How many of you
really know the right way to shave? And
why? Hix knows. and lets you know in
straight no-nonense talk. His writing
attitude is warmly authoritative. but not
condescending, as in so many how-to
books.
.
.
._B.ruc.eWe.b.er'.s. photographs_perfectly:_
fit the book, portraying men who are
taking care of themselves and look it-.
This is an expensive book, no getting
around it, but it's certainly a worthy
investment. It's a well laid out, concelve<f'
production 'that you or your man· will ijnd
valuable. '.
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Horslips

..

.".

.

Salvatioo'ArmyBand On Acid?
.N o-Jt'sOartaB ley

by Steve Koenig
Comedian Billy Connelly opened for
Horslips last. week at the Bottom Line.
His thickly Scottish humor- was a delight
to everyone. I n a routine about-strange
American.expressions, C_onneJJ.Y·Eay~ his__
think. I even heard Surrey With the
SALVATION ARMY BAND ON ACID?
impression of what he first thou~ht a
Fringe on' Top there. It sounds like the.
NO-IT~S CARLA BLEY!
.'
"shit kicker" was, and then actually got
. 1
. Salvation
Army band gone mad fr.'OID an
.by Steve Koenig
wthe a udience to sing the chorus of "Doing
, acid overdose, riding on merry-go-rounds.
Carla Bley has always been at the
the Shit-kicker's Waltz."
It's truly a joy to the ears.
forefront of the new music. Her comHe' did some hysterically scatalogical
The Carla Bley Band, including Roswell
positions nave ranged -from the
routines, . illuminating our' societal
Rudd, Michael Mantler, and Andrew
passionate to the whimsical, and usually
'reaction to natural body functions, but
Cyrille. really outdoes itself on European
manage to be both at once. Her las t
never once did he fall into the realm of ,
Tour 1977 (Watt 8.) For those who missed
album, Dinner Music. (Watt 6;1 couldbad taste. Well, maybe once. In a voice
her only New York concert this year at
almost be described as good-time music.
somewhat like a cross between early
the Bottom Line, drown you sorrows in
This new one, European Tour 1977,
Donovan and Dave Van. Ronk, he
Spangled Banner Minor. It's been on my
recorded in Munich this past fall, conturntable ever since I ripped th~ shrink assaulted theFB I in a song about an
tinues along the path of brassy, squawky,
undercover agent who tries to>~~duce
w@1L9fC..._.;':':'~':;:
horny Kurt Weillian music in which Bley
(rape) a woman on ·a train. The woman
Carla's music can be found In most
pulls off false breasts and declares
record stores, or from New Music
There is an extended version of the
himself a CIA agent, and the situation'
Distribution Service, 6 West 95 St. Their
Drinking M~siC'·which first .appeared on
becomes a turnabout. The audience loved
catalog contains the best of the small
.: Charlie... Haden's masterwork The ..
him. He has a- record, out on the British
label new music and jazz.
Liberation Music Orchestra (now 'out of
Transatlantic label, but beware that his
print, but if you look quick you might still
-accent is very: hard to understand on the
find it in the cut-out bins.) A slightly
alburn..
"
National Anthem.I The Carla Bley Band
sinister tuba and trombone' take you
Horslips is a-n Irish band whose roots
goes Wild with this twenty minute exsomewhere between a German cabaret in
- are i~ traditional Gaelic music, but
the thirties and a strip j oint in Topeka.
cursion into the joy and pomp of
translate this into rock raunch. It works
The tour de force of the album is
patriotism. There are quotes from the
very well,although in concert they are,
Spangled Banner Minor and Other
Marseillaise, The Star Spangled Banner,
by Ronnie. Priest
like most bands, over-amplified.
. I,
Yankee Doodle, It's A Grand Old Flag,
Patriotic Songs (including Flags, And
Cissy Houston has a voice that tranThey started the set with some plain
Now the Queen, King Korn; and The Neu:
and others which I .can't even decipher. I
scends beauty and takes the listener on a
rock-type songs, which were. very
J
journey to new feelings and. realities. Her
disappointing. Their black leather outfits
J
voice is at once sadder than tears and a
with whit-e triangle stripes gave them a
, J
musical reinforcement of all thingsneo-punk look which was interesting but
I
positive in the human spirit.
inappropriate. The drummer' tried his
Cissy Houston began her professional
best to look like a punk. Keith Moon.
- -,
music career with the Drinkard Singers
Which all points to their main problem.
by Steven Koenig
brosia. I think this time she understands . and the gospel influence is stiU apparent
They have a fine musical alliance which
The Savannah Band's new album "Dr. 'the lyrics, for he~ voice just comes .out
in her music. After she left the Drunkard
works wonders with traditional-based'
-Buzzar'ds Original Savannah Band tired. N one of the music is f.ast enough for
Singers" Cissy formed "the Sweet Insongs and suites, but too often they
Meets King .Penet t," (RCAAFL 2402) is dancing, and it's not interest.ing enough
spirations. The Sweet Inspirations were
assume a sneering rock posture that only
a supreme disappointment. The spark for listening. "Mister Love," the first cut.
best noted for their background vocals
makes them look silly and creates boring
and vitality which made their first album steals its beat, from "Cherchez La
with Aretha Franklin. Cissy Houston's
music. Instead. of emulating Jethro Tull,
a classic has disappeared. This album is
Femme" and the horn arrangement from
voice can be heard on Aret has million
they should try instead to be to Irish
nothing but reheated leftovers. Crrtic . "I'll Play the Fool." And that's the best
sellers Respect, Dr. Feelgood. Nat ural
music what Steeleye Span is to
Alan Bell was right when he said this
song. The one getting the most airplay is
Woman, and others too numerous to
traditional English music. They play
album sounds like a rehearsal tape for the .. March of the Nigniew." Using a calypso
mention in a limited space:
their amplified folk instruments well with
first. Instead of the delightful medlies
beat. it has deliberately obscure tongue in
Cis sy _ Houston represents Cissys
some interesting effects, such as using a
I
-'--th-atwere.. s o.. .m uch fun . .te-Iisten and dance
cheek lyrics about being mulatto. It's
debut album as a solo performer. After
high pitched organ instead of pipes.
I
to, we get ?ongs that change so often they
interesting, but not all that good.
hearing this album, the only salient
When they try to show-off. as when the
~
sound like mud. It all sounds alike. T h e . To top iioff. RCA seems to be using
question is what took" her so long to
flutist played two at once a la Ian An.j
spare but vety special effects provided by
their Dyna Warp vinyl again. The first
release this musical masterpiece. The
derson a la Roland Kirk, it ruined the
1
Larry Fast on the .firs~ elpee are replaced album took something from everything
standout compositions on this standout
music, for he simply hadn't the l f u i l i t y j
by Ian (Mothers of Invention) Unand came up with something new. This
album are Leon 'sRessclls Your Song. He
to pull it off. Their last album, The Book
j
.
derwood's. The mix is so muddy that they
one is old reheated hash. Let's hope for
Ain't Heau v He's M.v Brother. Take It
of Invasions, displayed their talents to
:
__. __.have.no.. .e ffectatall.'. __.. ~~ __...,,_.. __ ~_ . . . . . . . . ._.
..
...
. __ . . ._. . . __ .._--------Eas-y...--.()--iou.~se_lf,~~,---like---- fine advantage.i.Ljiopa theit :riewelP-ee, _ _~~j
Vocalist Cory Daye claimed not to have
their next. The perfection of the fir st.: you've never heard it sunz,
Aliens, will be as good.
I
understood the lyrics 'of the first album.
could only be brought about by genuine
She just sang and it came out like amtalent, not a fluke of nature.
and Gershwin usedjazzisms just as Keith
types of styles ~ue~c'~s, but am
t-:

r

~~,,-----

Cissy
Does It!

~

Beware Buzzard Droppin.gs

ALL THAT JAZZ .
-,

Jarrett is composing pieces for string
orchestra and saxophone improvisation.
It can be done. But let'~ give these efforts
our support.

afraid that most of it turns into a kind of
fusion music which tastes of both but
retains the spirit of neither. I t can be
done in an integrated way, though. Ravel

By Steven Koenig
wonderful to listen to. The piece was to
Cellist Janos Starker and percussionist
derivative of other musics without any of
George Gaber premiered David Baker's
the freedoms they afford. Too much of it
Singers of Songs, Weavers of Dreams at
sounded like the type of socaIled jazz that
is
background music in Lauren- Bacall
Carnegie Hall. Subtitled Homage to my
Friends, Baker pays tribute to seven
movies. I t only whets the appetite for the
black musicia!1~;'Miles, Rollins, Yancy,
real thing.
.
Robeson, Trane, Duke, and Dizzy are the
_ Ariot.her famed cla ss'ica l artist,
names of the movements. The Miles.
Alexandre La g o y a , performed
section was ethereal. with the- vibes
Casteredes Invention, Homage to Pink.
creating. a' rnisty aura. The Trane section; Floyd at.t he 92nd St. Y. No information
was stormy, and lyrical, as expected. The
was given about the composer other than
others ranged from an almost western
the name Casterede. This piece for solo
motif for Rollins, to boogie woogie and
guitar- was very influenced by Pink
Floyd's 'music. It starts off a strumming
fifties-spy music.
was immense fun to watch this piece
which e scal a t.es- into an escape,
performed. Gaber had a lot of fun with all
reminiscent of the beginning of Dark Side
'his instruments; he seemed to delight in
of the Moon, It uses other Floydisms :
the triangles, chimes, vibes, etc. as if they
without the passion of Animals, but with
were toys. Not so for Starker, who kept a
the slickness of Dark -Side. It-was averyenjoyablevpieee,-' even' :though it·' used. '.
grim look throughout the concert. The
stereotypical rock chord changes.v": ~.' .r ~
only problem with· this piece is' .tha t
. although it is fun to see, it isn't
that
Lam glad to see composersusing varied

The Rockaway Music & Art Council Presents

Rudolf Serkin
SATURDAY~ FEBRUAR1"'25,

P._M~

AT

. Beach Channel High SchQ·ol
Beach Chsufne' Drive at 100 Rockaway Park, N.Y.

Special Student Rate-$5.00 - Non-Student. $8.00

------n

,>,

8:30

Make Checks Payable To:

R.M.A.C.

275 Beach 138 St. Belle Harbor, N.Y. 11694
Or for ticket information call: (212)474·6230

Tickets
AvalJaljJe7ff·-Ooo(- ..'.
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R-KO
R·etrospective"
The Regency Theater at Broadway and
67th Street announced today that it will
, Present 46 firms .released and distributed
by·RK.D.'The series runs 8 weeksthrough
Saturday, April 29 and iopens ' Sunday.
March 5, 1978. wi:th two 1933 spec'. taculars: KING KONG aria 50/\/ OF
This' is the'lin~ of people who are waiting to join our staff. A seedy looking
'KONG, 'KING KONG was released' in
burh~h aren't they?
April, 1933 and eight months later the
sequel opened, Both of the features were produced, and directed by' MER/AN C.
Kc would prefer you.
If you can·type, draw, write, reportt~ings as you see
. COOPER and ERNEST B. SCHOED-.
th~l~ ,If you ~~n breathe?
If ~o, the~ we want y@ur help •
SACK, respectively. This will be. the first
I,
New York showing of the original KIl\/G
l'i'.you "j ish to beCO:TlC a rnembo i of ou~ illust:r.ious staff, send us yO'.lr narue ,
:---:-----,---lfK-IOqlA"~llTGq·in48 months......·----;,:-~__
"tl.dd t-ess .'H1 0 t.eLephorie numb c r ,
The RKO retrospect.ive-alsofeat ures a
third.
COOPER SC HOE DSA C1:\
c o 11 abo rat ion:
T H E , ~(/S'.1'
(.
DAl\rGER()US GA:~fE which star~~el.
f;-McCrea and Fay \\ ray who later played
the female lead in 1:\1.'\'(; 1:\0.\'(;.' A-n
adventure film set in Africa. THE AIOS1'
.
.
DAl\·-GEROUS GAf\.lE was released in
"The Frederick Douglass Years." an
I
September. 1932 and utilized some of the exhibition dealing with the lif-e and times
jungle sets that are seen in 1:\1.\G KO.\"(;, of the great abolitionist and the struggle
Also on, the same bill which plays, on for 'emancipation. will 'be on view at The
Sunday. March 26 and Monday. March ~'ew York Public Library's Cou~Lee27
will
be
the
CHARLES . Cullen Regional Branch (104 West 136th
LA UGH TO.N,AIA [JREE~Y 0 'HAfi.A Street) from. Saturday, February 18.
versron of THE HUXCHBACK. OF, through March 18: .
.
J\lOTRE DAA1E (1939-Directed by
Consisting of 42 panels. the exhibition
William Dieterle).
was researched .and developed by the
The films selected for showing at the Smithsonian . Inst.itut.ions Anacostia
Regency Theater were produced during a Neighborhood Museum.. It is in four
·twenty year period (1932-1952) when parts, the first of which deals with the'
RKO ranked WIth 1-1G~1. 20th Century beginning of .t.he slave trade in this
Fox. Paramounr;: Universal-and- \-Varner country and the slave revolts of.t.he years
Brothers as a. major Hollywood studio.
1817·38. Black participa tionin theyears
Among the stars whose careers were leading up to the Civil W ar and in, its
established at RKO and whose films will . aftermath is emphasized in the second.'
o'e'shown during the two month survey section. The third centers on the life of
will be: Ginger Rogers & Fred Ast.aire. Blacks suddenly freed' after generations
Katlfarine· Hepburn. Lucille Ball. and of slavery. while t.hefour t.h copsiders the
new Black. _
.
Cary Grant.
.+.

Slavery
Exhibition

"

The Ka-rate Club
is Open To
All Martial Anist«

f

-_."

,~

Join
The Karate Club

NO EXPERI ENCE NECESSARY

Bulletin Boards
The glass enclosed bulletin 'boards will be administered and main t ained by the Office of
Student Activities. Room 104 of the Student Center.
.'
.
.
1. The three bulletin boards will be found in the following locations: .
A. 'Auditorium Lobby- 17 Lexington A venue. next to the faculty mailboxes.
B. Elevator Lobby-5th Floor-26th Street Cent er- .
C. Entxance Lobby-15S East 24th Street-opposite entrance doors.
2, Sponsoring organizations '!V1thin the campus COIt1IllUIlit5 lllay post mat-er-ia-t-S-+t+~+-----.+~---_._--
period of one week only) pertaining to Speciul Eie nt s such as dances. part.ies. art.
exhibits, cultural'displays. etc. by bringing to the Office of Student Activities ~3)
posters no larger than 8 1/ 2 " x II" no later than Thursday afternoon prior to t.hv week
of posting. These will be posted on Fridays for events t,o be held t.he following week. •
3. The Office of Student Activities will date and stamp the post.er s as they are
brought in. They will be hung according to'space availability. with priority g iven to
those which' are first received.

I,

JOIN THE

..

DSSG Cont.
(Continued from Page 1)
nomination to the fees committee cit ing
personal disagreements with Mr. Lowey
as her reasons.
Before the voting
Fees Commit tee
appointments. John~ Wetzel made
a
.
motion for secret balloting. He cited
considerable political p.a.rty,pressures as
his motivation. The motion was deha u-d
and there was also considerable Ol.ljpct ion
from students at the meeting. The m ot ion
was defeated. A motion was then rna d« to
consider the two rr-rnai ni ng norni nc-o--.
The assembly t hc-n quvst.ioru-d \1 r
Mala ve .... He was a ski-d to rl'sign from ~i<
post as president of PHIDE befor« being
cons.dered for the fees cornrnit.t.ee.
.A gteal' deal of defining the rules of
assv-nbiy procedure. was ne..~deduut
fir;.~·.' '~'1r.
Malave 'offerea a "'I';-:)~,d

on

ff

t
~;'"

-

resignation of his presidency and this was
accepted by the assembly. A vot.e -fur his
appointment was then taken and accepted 9 tu H with onv a hse nt.io n ." His
appointmen:,Lilled the' remaining seat on
the Fees Committee. but several
assembly members, raised objectio"ns
-ci.ting that t hey had thought 7v1 r. A h med
was still' able to be considered a nd said
they would ha vi: changed their vo t.ex if
they were a ware of the n al.u re of t.he vOU'.
A great dc-a l of confusion de-veloped and
the meeting lost quorum because se\'l'ral
axsr-rnhlv rru-m lx-r s had to le-ave- for L
o 'clock class(·s.
Th« lack (It F('(,<..; Com m i t.t.c«- rmmlx-r s
will ha mpe-r I )SS(; huxiru-s-. for d(·laying
budg(·t a l loca t ion" and o t hr-r <..;t udr-nt rlu h
tJu<..;irws.",
P r () p () :-; (' d ~ V i (" (>
P r ('''' i d (' n t i <I I
n o m i na t.io n-, <..Illd o t hc-r j'tl.·lJ)S on t.h«
:ig('rHb ~·r\.' n(ll (,o!1sid(·rl·d h"C,H1SI' of
;ack of (j t.irm-.

-,

CLUB
)

The Club Is Open to All
Male and' Female Students
.

Room: 61.1

-'

.

23rd St. Building
"

'i

Thursdays 12:1O·2·PM'

t r c-asu r v

, The a SSt.:H1 biy

n1l.~tjng wa:-; adjourned,

Ask torPet
-
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.Chess: The Final Seesaws toaBalanced Draw

?
"

o

. . By Steve Kaufman
Opening. this"was named after a Dutch
, When' . faced vwith .the challenge. of player, in 'the latter part of the 19th
wanting to
whether it .be' a game 'of century. This, move -has' generally been
'sport ora real-Iifeencounter.ionedesires abandoned today.because ofits tameness,
tilning,· dear-headed' reactions,and but'· it -can evoke a downright wild
maybea 'fO<>i·proofplan~ A combination position with some originality.. Por this
of the three failed to come;through in the' reason' it still lives In' Chan' s practice. 2 '
,~ . N-KB3 3 P-QNS' P-Q4 4B-N2 B-K2.,5,
,last round game. between Ray Chan and
. myself iil" the, Baruch College. Che~s ~,,-kHa O-U ti B-K2P-Q!\;·:J 7 Px!) :'-I xp8,O,., ') 0 '!QIJ'" f'
n···
"
" 0 uX>';
1'\:
Championship. concluded December 2. As 0'·.. 'B -~":"'v'~"-',J<)aler~
...,~"'.... X"".l
one can set from the. game below. the. l\~Q2 1'1 P-Qi ';\-KB3 a Queen's, Indian
outcome is far from evident until the Defense would have evolved by a transposition of moves with, tactical play to
closing moves of the gameare played.
R. Chan
. S. Kaufman' follow. 'For this. reason I steered .away ,
. 1. P-QB4 P-K3 -2 P-K3. Van-t, Kruys from this exchange. 9... 8-B3 10 Q-Bl

win.

my opponent's behalf, was the distractions
,
- caused by those hovering and
talking around the board, Otherwise, the- ~:.o
error is quite explicable.
35 ... BxP.
Now it is whitethat must fight to hold
a draw. 36 P-R4 P-N4 '37 pip pxP. All
. forced. BlaC'k now aims the Kins, in t.he
direction ofwhit.ss KRI square.'
373 B-B7K-B3'·3~K-H5 K-B4 40 1:>-"i3P- .
H4 41 P-R4. P-l{5' 42 B~R2 K-N5 40 P-R5
B-Q4' Black's plan is now clear. V\'hite'~
my 25117 NXP
KN2--square is for the monarch. 44 K-Q4
This' was the first crucial part of the
K-R6 45 B-Q6'K-N7 46 P-K4!
~
game. I had looked at 16 ..'. N-K5 17QMy opponent poses a neat tactical
, N2. NxB IS QxN with. a slight pull for
........
question-to me. The KN or QR diagonal
black after the skewerTo . _ . B~Q4. But
for the bishop? (After $6 ... B-N6 47 p.
t.hen I saw 16 ... P-QN 4 17 B-Q3 (17 BxP
R6 B-R5 4S K-B5 a draw would likely
BxN.18 BxB Nxp) BxN IS BxB NxP
ensue.] 46 .. ', B-N2 47. K-K3 P-R6 4S p.
winning-the exchange. Ray Charithrives
B3 p~n749 BxP KxB 50 K-B2BxP??
in. complex and unbalanced posit.ions arid
_ ....
----Black. throws' awa . the~w~Bince~...._ _
for this reason 1 contemplated by 16th
occurin thro
after
move or ten mmutes. I knew that I
wh}te's mistake or move 35,1 felt, mywin
The demonstration, given last 'year' by. would be, playing .into my . opponent's. would.be.t'undeserved". unless I could end
Master Ron, Van'Cieer-and-hls students'
game and.away.from the type of position
the game on a dramatic note.T'lle'refore '1
was undoubtedly this most' colorful. Van
saw 51 PxP 1>-N552 'P-R6 P-N'6 & 53KI' prefer. After the actual move played. I
Cieef had
several
.
. . . . . .of
. ,his students attack
.
also win' the exchange as planned. 17 ...
Bl P-N7 &54 K-K2 P=Queen winning. I
him -with weapons while his hands were
QxQ IS BxQ ~xR 19 RxB KR~q 20 B-N4
was obvious to the fact that the white'
tied "behind his back. Also on hand, He II
B-Q4 With B-Q4 I had expected to win a
king has K-B2 squares after the first
Cho the man ,with'the fastest spinriing
check with 52 ... P-N6.
piece after 21 Nx"P Bx8 22 NxR Nxp
back kick in the world.
23NxP BxB 22NxR NxP 23 N-K? K-Bl.
The win was 50 ... K-R6 51 K-K3 K-No'
In the, demonstrating his jumping
52
K-K2 K-B5 53 K-B2 P-N5 54' PxP BxP
However I overlooked that the White.
spinning back kick He, II Cho splintered
Knight-was protected by the discovered .or 50 .' .. K-R6 51 P-K5 P-N5 (52 P-B4 pfive boards after which he broke two more
N6 & 53 K-N K-N5)52 PxP.KxP 53 K-K3
check, and that I would not be
boards- with a double heel kick. He
K-B4 54 K-K4 B-Rl.
simultaneously attacking both rook and
fin{shed off the speed' breaking by
51. PxB P-N5 52 P-R6 P-N6 & 53 K-B2!
knight.
.,.
shattering three boards with a hooking
At this point I looked at 'Ray Chan and
21 NxP BxB 22NxR NxP 23 N-K7 K-Rl
punch. In· a display of accuracy his
knew, although he i's no mindreader..that
24 R-K R-Q2 25 N-B6PB3 20 N-!l6 NxN
jumping backkick sent cigarettes flying
27 BxN B-N6
this is the move he knew I had missed. 53
from the mouth and ears of an assistant.
After the. forced exchange 'of rooks
.. '. P-N7 54 P-R7 P=Q 55 P=Q-N756
. An event-you shouldn't miss; the All~
white should have nothing better than a
K-Q3Q-Not 57 K-B4q-B2. adjourned.
American Karate Championships is, well
(fran with correct play, despite the extra
After adjournment there was no win to
worth the price to see some of the' 'top"
be found, as postmortem analysis
pawn.
,
Martial Artists inthe. world compete and
28 P-Ra R-Q8 29.RxR BxR30 K-BIK-N,l
verified. so I offered.a draw, This was,
.give .demonstrations. Tickets should be
31 K-Kl B~R5 32 K-Q2 K-B2 33K-B3 Kaccepted as a matter of course. Thus we
purchased in advance at Madison Square
K2 34 K-N5 B-B3 3 r B-N6?
split the point and' became co-champions
Garden's Felt Forum.
The reason for the gross oversight on
in - the 1977 Baruch 'College Chess
Championship. United States Chess
Federation tie-breaking systems gave my
opponent the title. Tournament Director
Martin McDowell awarded first and
second place money to be' split evenly
between the two of us. The beginners
section of the Championship of Baruch
Pool.."
2:30-4:30 '
5:30-8:30
College was won by .
with a perfect 4
.:..,
Weight Room
1-3, .5:30-8:30
win no loss score.
QN-Q2 11 P-Q4 QR-QBl 12 P-QR3 A
prophylatic move preventing N-N5 in
Blacks .future plans, Ironically this turns •
out to cause more .trouble than it might
prevent. 12.· .. · P-B4 .13 'Q-Q2 Ray Chan
forsees the danger of leaving the' Queen
on the .same file as the Black rook .and ,
takes the tempo to rnovv ii.. 13 ... PxP 14
Nxp N-H4 15 B-H4 Nx:\ If) Bxn P-Q~4:
Up t.o this point my opponent, had con,'
sumedii mere ;) rninut.e-, on the dock to

'
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··KarateTournament
.-

,B~' John

Rivera .

e onges -runnmg anc most
,prestigious Karate tournaments in the
East, the Henry Cho tournaments never.
fails to draw anabundanceof competitors '.
and spectators. A near 'eapacity crowd
filled last year, at Madison 'Square
Gardens.Felt Forum.
The All-American Open will be held at
the Felt Forum this Saturday March 4th
at 7:39p.m. On Saturday.competition Will
be held Free Fighting and Hyung (forms).
This will be 'broken down into separate
categories: male, female, advance, novice
-and style; Karate Taekwondo or Kung-fu.

.

.

Last year entrants came from as far
Canada and Puerto Rico to enter this
long-establishedevent. Competition was
. ,,Stiff and it took. several hours to cut the
. =,~ fiel~ -:to the - -top four --places in each
,
r'
f- the' malelfemaJeKarate,
~:--"'10
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-

-..,'''oiido'and'l6jn-g:fii:evenE'The' semi4
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finals are scheduled to take place at 7:30
p.rn: on Saturday with, preliminaries
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1978 Day- and Evening.
Recreation Sc'hedule
\

r<

Monday

Gymnasium

6-8:30
"

Tuesday

Poo I
3-5 , ·6-9
Weight Room
1:30-4:30, 6-9:30Gymnasium
8-:9:30 P.M.
--.,-------,,---..------.---,---- ------------ --·Armory (for--=fenntsT--· ----.+2:-3&---.-.----.--------""-.-.-- ..- .- . ---.---.-----;-------...........~-----'"--II.------~-

..

,

Wednesday

Pool'
'Weight Room
Gymnasium
,Armory (for Tennis)

. ,1 :30-4:30
2-4:30, 5:30-8:30
1-3, 6-8:30
11-1

Thursday

Pool
. Weight Room
Gymnasium
Armory (for Tennis)

12-4:30, 6-9
12-4:30,6-9:30
11-2, 8-9:30
11-3

Friday

Pool.
V\{eight Room

.

1-4
11-4

~
,

~

.

.

.

Shorts, T-shirts, and/or a Sweat Suit plus Sneakers must be worn.in
the Exercise areas.'
Lockers for the semeste-r may be obtained from Ralph Sirienni on the
7th Floor of the 23 St. BUilding. ' .
.

,

-

,---

.,.

~ Allo7lhe~abiive-facijjties are locetedin the 23 St. Building except the
'Armory which is located on Lexinqton Avenue between 25th and 26th
Streets. Appointments torTennis must be made in Room 708 (23 S1.
Building) on the ¥onday ol the week thet you wish to play..
.

'

Foreny further information pteese call either Bonnie Obermenor
Tom crecovie et 725-7197.
.,
,

.I.

'",

Bl .IohnRivera

,
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PumpingIron
v
.
at Baruch
by John Rivera
On Thursday, December 8th, 1977, the
Mr. Baruch Physique Contest was held 'in
4 north. The event sponsored by the
Weightlifting Club and the Intramurals
office had over twenty-five competitors.
If was hard to believe that many of these
competitors were ac-tually students. The
only requirement to enter was tha t you
were a registered student at Baruch

. .:,
-- 1

.'"

--~

with students waiting to see t~ best
built male at Baruch. Bob Ryan former
Registrar at Baruch was the M.C. of the
event.
After an hour and a half of competition
which included guest power John Worrel
who brought the house down with his
massive physique, the final scoring was
decided.
The SCOrl g was very close wi th 5 th
place going to Jon ng
Bobby D 'N icola. 3rd place to Robert
Mazzella, 2nd place George Acevedo and
Eddie Ferguson winning -the. - Tit.le.
Although not very big, Eddie showed
.excellent shape, definition and balance
which enabled him to win the title.
~

C~~:~~mpe~~it~ors~-e-r-e-j:u~d~g~e~d~o~n~se~v~e~r~a~l~.~pl;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::-_~~~III

aspects: size, definition, shape of muscles
and balance of the physique. Balance is
/very important because it shows that no
single body-part overshadows another
muscle group.
~ The lecture hall was filled to capacity

"
~
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John Rivera

Mr. Baruch Ed Ferguson
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2nd

Place George Acevedo
.
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John Rivera

Robert Mazzella 3rd Place

.
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